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This paper asks whether the Internet’s heavy reliance on nonhierarchi-
cal, networked forms of governance is compatible with growing con-
cerns about cyber-security from traditional state actors. Networked
governance is defined as a semipermanent, voluntary negotiation system
that allows interdependent actors to opt for collaboration or unilateral
action in the absence of an overarching authority. Two case studies—In-
ternet routing security and the response to a large-scale botnet known
as Conficker—show the prevalence of networked governance on the In-
ternet and provide insight into its strengths and limitations. The paper
concludes that both cases raise doubts about the claim that introducing
security concerns into Internet governance necessarily leads to more
hierarchy and/or a greater role for governments.

Internet governance is now one of the most lively and important topics in Inter-
national Relations (IR). No aspect of Internet use is more significant to the field
of IR than its intersection with security issues. In both developed and developing
countries, some national security advocates are emphasizing the need for
extraordinary changes in Internet policy and governance to deal with the prob-
lems of cyber-crime, cyber-war and -terrorism, cyber-espionage, and the security
of “critical infrastructures” (Dunn Cavelty 2008, 2013; Nye 2011; Clark and Lan-
dau 2011; Deibert and Crete-Nishihata forthcoming).
This paper argues that understanding Internet governance—both its current

reality and its future prospects—requires IR scholars to test and extend their the-
ories of global governance, especially as they apply to cyber-security. In particu-
lar, a more robust, clearly defined concept of networked governance is needed, yet
is missing from the dialogue. It is true that a growing number of IR scholars are
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invoking network-related concepts and methods (Kahler 2009). But there are
two problems with this corpus.
First, much of what is called the network literature in political science and IR

hinges on the use of mathematical network analysis techniques. While those
techniques can be useful, it is important to differentiate that literature from
research based on “the network” as a theory of organization or governance.
Although the two can overlap—and are often confused—they are not the same.
An approach to social networks that focuses on mapping out links and nodes
does not necessarily contribute anything to our understanding of the role of
state-imposed hierarchies in global communications governance, the topic with
which this paper is concerned.
Second, the IR literature that does speak to network organization (for exam-

ple, Slaughter 1997, 2004; Eilstrup-Sangiovanni 2009) has never applied the con-
cept to the governance of the Internet. This is likely due to the IR field’s
general unfamiliarity with the operational details of the Internet. And yet net-
worked governance is the native form of global Internet governance and still
constitutes the norm rather than the exception in key aspects of its operations.
We would go further and assert that this reliance on looser forms of governance
is a major factor in many of the policy controversies around the Internet. When
national security experts complain that “feeble governance structures” make it
difficult to execute cyber-security strategies,2 the real target of their complaint,
in our view, is the Internet’s reliance on nonhierarchical forms of governance.
If networked governance is endemic to the Internet and states generally rely

on hierarchy in security matters, questions about the compatibility of the two
become salient. Providing security and the control of legitimate force have been
the essence of the modern nation-state and differentiate a functioning from a
failed state. While some research suggests that nonstate actors are responsible
for a growing share of the overall security production process (Krahmann 2010,
2005; Bryden and Caparini 2006), in cyber-security nonstate actors already domi-
nate security provisioning. The paper is thus concerned with two questions:

a) Is the Internet’s heavy reliance on networked forms of governance and non-
state actors compatible with concerns about cyber-security from state actors?

b) Are hierarchically organized nation-states conflicting with the operationally
decentralized, networked form of organization found on the Internet, or are
they adapting to it?

In this paper, we use a structured, focused comparison method to address
these questions.
The paper is organized as follows. The first section critically examines the

progeny and use of network theories of organization. The discussion is intended
to clarify what is meant by networked governance when applied to IR and to cut
through some of the confusion caused by overuse or imprecise application of
the “network” concept in social science.
The second section is empirical and examines two cases of networked gover-

nance on the Internet: (i) the organization of Internet routing; and (ii) the
organization of Internet service providers and other actors in the response to a
global security incident, the Conficker worm.
The third section draws on the previous material to address the research ques-

tions and to make a more general argument that networked governance on the
Internet—which is undertheorized and inadequately researched empirically—

2Quoting John Lewis of Washington’s Center for Strategic and International Studies in “Feeble Governance?
The Push to Discredit Multistakeholder Institutions,” Internet Governance Project blog, April 18, 2012. http://
www.internetgovernance.org/2012/04/18/feeble-governance-the-push-to-discredit-multistakeholder-institutions/.
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needs to be better recognized and understood before any political interventions
to change it are made.

Networks, Theory, and Method

The term network invokes a confusing thicket of concepts and literatures in the
social sciences.3 Anyone using it must first clarify and differentiate the diverse
strands of theory and modes of analysis involved (Knox et al. 2006; Boerzel
1998; Mueller 2010).

Markets and Hierarchies and…?

Representations of social relations as networks have been around for a long
time. The idea of the network as a distinct organizational form or mode of gov-
ernance, on the other hand, is relatively recent in the overall history of network
ideas. It emerged in the late 1980s and early 1990s as a new twist to the domi-
nant theory of economic organization known as the theory of the firm (Williamson
1975, 1985). Firms or hierarchies were defined as organizations subject to a divi-
sion of labor defined and imposed upon the constituent elements by a manager(s)
with the authority to make binding decisions. Their counterpart was markets,
wherein resources or inputs were acquired by buying them from whatever exter-
nal firms or individuals offered them at the best price at the moment. Oliver
Williamson’s canonical theory attempted to explain which aspects of economic
production would be internalized by firms (hierarchies) and which would be
governed by means of market transactions and the price system. The key explan-
atory variable in this approach was the transaction cost; that is, the cost of
search, negotiation, and enforcement of exchange agreements (Coase 1937,
1960). If the transaction costs could be minimized by bringing a particular stage
of production into the hierarchical arrangements of the firm, then that organiza-
tional form would prevail; if not, there would be reliance on markets.
In the 1980s, theorists began to observe looser affiliations among multiple

firms—outsourcing, franchising, research alliances, and other semiautonomous
relations—and to discuss how this phenomenon fits into the market-hierarchy
framework. The initial tendency was to describe them as hybrids located some-
where “between markets and hierarchies” (Thorelli 1986). But in 1990, sociolo-
gist Walter Powell published a famous paper advocating a clean break with firm
theory (Powell 1990). Powell contended that networks constituted a distinctive
organizational form that was “neither market nor hierarchy.” A network was said
to be based on the relationship rather than the transaction; it was composed of
longer-term bonds of reciprocity among economic actors that were too stable to
be classified as market transactions and too loose to be classified as formal hier-
archies. Networks were characterized as relying on lateral as opposed to hierar-
chical channels of communication, which made it possible to more efficiently
exploit complementary skills and knowledge dispersed among multiple actors.
Note Powell’s emphatic insistence that the organizational form he was discuss-

ing was neither market nor hierarchy and thus was outside the framework of trans-
action cost economics (TCE). Indeed, an important precursor to Powell’s
intervention was Granovetter’s (1985) sociological critique of TCE-based theories
of economic organization. Granovetter argued for the “embeddedness of eco-
nomic behavior”; economic actors are heavily constrained by ongoing social rela-
tions and not just by rational calculations regarding cost. Thus, there was (and
may still be) an unresolved tension in the theory of networked governance. The

3Knox, Savage, and Harvey (2006:114) make the ironic observation that “network ideas are remarkably poorly
networked among themselves, with very little dialogue between different traditions of network thinking.”
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older, TCE-based theory of the firm provided a theoretically integrated explana-
tion of how markets and firms were interdependent and why any given industry
produced a specific distribution of organizations along the market-hierarchy
spectrum. Organizational sociology, on the other hand, emphasized the embedd-
edness of actors in a network of social relations based on reciprocity and trust.

Network as Form of Organization

By the late 1990s, however, this tension seems to have disappeared, perhaps
because social embeddedness can be seen as a way of reducing transaction costs.
It became common to view networks not as an alternative paradigm to markets
and hierarchies, but as one of the three basic modes of economic organization
(Thompson 2003). Reflecting this consensus, Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti
attempted to define a “general theory of networked governance,” claiming a
“synthesis” of transaction cost theories and social network theories of economic
organization (1997:913). A dominant view of network governance emerged as
“flows of resources among nonhierarchical clusters of organizations made up of
legally separate units” (1997:914). The network organization, they claimed, is a
response to exchange conditions which drive firms toward structurally embed-
ding their transactions. While TCE can illuminate these conditions, it is inade-
quate by itself because it focuses only on dyadic relations and does not take
account of other ties actors might have. A synthesis of sociological and TCE-
based approaches best explains networked governance, they claimed.
A useful crystallization of the concept of networked governance comes from

the German political scientist Fritz Scharpf (1993, 1997). Scharpf speaks of net-
works as “voluntary negotiation systems in which partners are free to choose
between negotiations and unilateral action” (1997:143). Networks are conceived
as “a semipermanent structure within which individual interactions are embed-
ded”; they involve the “memory of past encounters” and the “expectation of
future dealings.”4 Networks can be characterized as a form of governance, inso-
far as affording private actors the freedom to choose between negotiations, and
unilateral action reflects a conscious policy decision or an act of forbearance by
authorities; it could also arise due to the inability of any entity to establish hier-
archical authority over a certain domain of activity.
It should be emphasized that networks, hierarchies, and markets are not mutu-

ally exclusive categories that exist in isolation from each other. In many descrip-
tions of networked organizations, it is, after all, (hierarchical) firms or
organizations that constitute the units of the network. Moreover, whether one is
dealing with firms or networks, market prices and market-based contractual
negotiations play a powerful role in setting the parameters that shape networks’
and organizations’ interactions. One should view networked organizations as a
particular organizational form that arises within a broader ecosystem of social
relations.

Networks and IR

Many political scientists (for example, Fung, Russon Gilman, and Shkabatur
2013 in this issue) still confine their understanding of Internet-enabled networks
to national institutional frameworks. But the idea of network governance has

4This topic exhibits the regrettable tendency of contemporary social science to proliferate and market dozens
of labels for the same concept. Adler (2001), for example, counterposes markets, hierarchies, and “trust-” or “com-
munity-” based organizations; Benkler (2006) refers to “peer production”; Howard (2006) prefers the term “heterar-
chy,” but defines it in a way that closely parallels Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti 1997’s definition of networked
governance.
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proved especially useful in studying transnational orders. In a globalizing econ-
omy, the existence of fragmented, competing sovereigns undermines the ability
to create simple command hierarchies or clear principal–agent relations among
transnational actors, creating a fertile space for the emergence of alternative,
looser forms of organization (Schneider and Werle 1991; Dean, Anderson, and
Lovink 2006). In an argument that parallels Powell’s justification of networks in
business, Reinicke (1997) characterized “global public policy networks” as a new
way of mobilizing resources that are widely dispersed across public and private
actors, and as a means of generating the consensus and legitimacy needed to
develop and implement policy. Similarly, Singh (2013) stresses the influence of
transnational communicative networks on shaping ideas about and thereby the
agenda of global politics.
American scholars led by Slaughter (1997, 2004) and Raustiala (2002)

began to highlight the importance of the so-called transgovernmental networks
(TGNs)—international information exchange and cooperation among lower-
level government agencies on common problems without formally negotiated
treaties. Empirical research by Eilstrup-Sangiovanni (2009) shows that govern-
ments are strategic in deciding whether to form TGNs or to push for more
binding, hierarchical forms of international cooperation. Closely related to the
idea of TGNs is the European view of governance networks advanced by
Kooiman (2003) and Sørenson and Torfing (2007). In these applications, the
links to Powell, Scharpf, and organizational theory are evident.

Networks and Power

An earlier, somewhat naive view of networks tended to see them as flat, intrinsi-
cally egalitarian modes of organization. That is now being replaced by a more
nuanced understanding of the way network structures create or distribute power
among actors (Kahler 2009). Specifically, economists have long recognized the
presence of network externalities, which create greater value as more actors con-
verge on the same network because of demand-side economies of scope (Rohlfs
1974; Economides 1996). Network externalities can give larger, established net-
works both inertial power and the power to exclude (Cowhey and Mueller
2009). Some actors are in a better position to create the critical mass required to
get a viable network off the ground. Drezner’s (2007) concept of “club gover-
nance,” which emphasizes the ability of alliances among a few key state actors to
shape global governance, has some similarities to the concept of critical mass in
network economics. Actors positioned more centrally within networks, or who
seize a first-mover advantage, may be better able to influence the information
flows within it (Wong and Lake 2009).

Unresolved Issues

While the concept of networked governance has theoretical and empirical sub-
stance, there are still ambiguities surrounding it. One big source of confusion
comes from our enhanced ability to represent social relations (or anything else)
as networks using graphs and related mathematical techniques. The increasingly
popular use of network representations in political science, while constituting an
important addition to researchers’ toolbox in some respects, gives them the abil-
ity to find “networks” wherever and whenever they want. If one looks at the bulk
of recent scholarship invoking “networks” in IR and political science, one finds
that the subject is usually not a specific mode of organization or governance, but
the arbitrary definition of some kind of entity as a node and an arbitrary desig-
nation of some kind of relationship between them as a link, followed by the use
of graphs and some mathematical analysis of the network model so constructed
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(Hafner-Burton, Kahler, and Montgomery 2009; Ohanyan 2009; Dorussen and
Ward 2008; Maoz, Terris, Kuperman, and Talmund 2003). The issue of organiza-
tional form may or may not be part of the analysis; usually, it is not. Our ability
to represent social relations as networks must not be confused with the presence
of networked governance as defined above.
The most important unresolved issues, however, involve the relationship

between states and networked governance in transnational forms of organization.
Most IR applications of the network organization concept have focused on state
actors, or networks within institutional frameworks defined through hierarchical
action by states, such as TGNs. These state-centric approaches do not come to
grips with the key questions relevant to Internet governance: Is networked gover-
nance of the Internet a stable, continuous form of organization, or merely some-
thing that temporarily fills a vacuum left by the absence of established hierarchy
or hegemony? Does the current dominance of private actors in transnational In-
ternet governance permanently alter the nature of state authority in global com-
munications, or is it a temporary episode?

Method

As noted in the introduction, we use a structured, focused comparison method
involving two cases of Internet security governance (George and Bennett 2005).
The first is the security of Internet routing, and the second involves a response
to a major botnet. Both cases are similar in that they involve security threats that
are global in scale and affect the functionality of core Internet infrastructure.
The cases differ in that one involves efforts to deal with a background vulnerabil-
ity (BGP route hijacks) that is a well-known, long-term feature of Internet rout-
ing protocols. The other case, the Conficker botnet, constituted a distinct event,
an aggressive new type of hack that created one of the largest botnets ever with
the capability of supporting major denial of service attacks or cyber-crime deliv-
ery. The cases thus represent two distinct types of threats. Together, they cover
the most common types of security problems, but not all types. One might
expect to see different kinds of state responses to these two basic threat types
because one requires standards revision and the other requires an immediate,
emergency response.
We review these two case studies to assess a) the compatibility of networked In-

ternet governance with states’ security concerns and b) how states adapt to the
prevalence of networked governance on the Internet. Ultimately, we find that
despite the major differences in the type of threat involved, states responded
similarly—by adapting to networked governance rather than changing it.

The Internet and Networked Governance

This section examines the role of networked governance in managing two types
of security problems on the global Internet: routing security and incident
response. We focus primarily on the actions and policies of network operators,
the organizational entities who actually produce Internet service, and which do
most of the work of Internet security production.

Routing Security

Routing is one of the most fundamental aspects of Internet operations: It is
the process by which information packets are guided from their origin to their
destination by “hopping” from one network to another. An autonomous system
(AS) is the basic unit of routing policy on the Internet. It refers to a single
network, or a group of networks, controlled by a common administrator(s) on
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behalf of a single administrative entity (such as a university, a business, or a
business division). The primary “law” or rule set that governs Internet routing
is a technical standard for communication among routers known as Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP was developed by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF), a transnational, private-sector standards development organization.
Internet routing is itself a form of networked governance. Multiple operators

of ASs coordinate their actions to produce global connectivity, but each one is
free to define its own policies and make its own decisions about what other oper-
ators’ routing announcements are and which packets it will accept or reject. The
IETF has no hierarchical authority over operators; insofar as they adhere to BGP
and other relevant standards, operators do so voluntarily in order to maintain
compatibility with their communication partners. Abuses and misbehavior are
sanctioned primarily by an individual operator’s decision to block routes and
networks associated with malfeasance. Routing policies and practices as a whole
are not subject to the hierarchical regulation of a single authority. True, each
operator has some kind of nexus with one or more legal jurisdiction, but there
is no national or transnational system of regulation that directly intervenes in
routing as such.
Border Gateway Protocol is subject to known security vulnerabilities (Butler,

Farley, McDaniel, and Rexford 2010). One of them, known as “prefix hijacking”
or “route leaks,” allows an AS to propagate routing information that affects net-
works over which it has no real authority or management responsibility, thus
diverting traffic from its intended destination. Prefix hijacking can occur deliber-
ately, but more often it occurs due to configuration errors by network operators.
In February 2008, for example, the government of Pakistan ordered Pakistan
Telecom to block access to YouTube locally. Pakistan Telecom dutifully advertised
a route to its upstream international connectivity provider that would discard all
packets headed from YouTube to its network. This instruction was not defined at
the correct level of specificity, however, and the upstream provider mistakenly
propagated the bogus route throughout the world routing system. This led to a
global inability to access YouTube. The problem was detected by the YouTube
staff and, with cooperation from other operators, normal service was restored
after 30 minutes to 2 hours, depending upon where one was located on the
Internet.
Another famous route hijack took place in April 2010, when a configuration

error by China Telecom advertised routes that included a large number of route
prefixes in the United States and Europe that China Telecom was not authorized
to service. News of this incident inflamed US–China relations when the US–
China Economic and Security Review Commission issued a report to Congress in
November 2010 claiming that China had “hijacked massive volumes of Internet
traffic” by using the routing system to “instruct U.S. and other foreign Internet
traffic to travel through Chinese servers” (USCESRC 2010:243–244). While most
of the Internet ignored the route leak because of their filtering policies (Labo-
vitz 2010), the incident underscored BGP’s vulnerabilities—and the way inter-
state tensions might exacerbate the security concerns associated with such
vulnerabilities.
The main routing security tool that exists now follows a highly decentralized,

voluntaristic networked governance model: ISPs individually “filter” routes based
on information about updates and announcement messages from trusted peers.
Internet Routing Registries (IRRs) were created to make this form of filtering
scalable. IRRs are open data repositories that allow network operators to register
their own routing policies and to look up the routing policies of other network
operators (Bates, Gerich, Joncheray, Jouanigot, Karrenberg, Terpstra, and Yu
1995). According to MERIT Networks, there are currently more than 30 IRR
operators mirroring over 70 Routing Policy Repositories.
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Figure 1 is a visualization of the IRR system of security production as a net-
work graph. Operators of IRRs are represented by circle nodes, and Routing Pol-
icy Repositories are represented by square nodes. When an IRR mirrors a
Routing Policy Repository, the visualization shows an outward link pointing from
the IRR node to the Repository node it mirrors. The square nodes (Reposito-
ries) are sized by in-degree (that is, the number of links pointing to it). The larg-
est square in the graph is the Route Arbiter Database (RADb) operated by
MERIT Networks.
The IRR system has been used to build satisfactory tools for detecting errone-

ous and suspicious routing behaviors (Siganos and Faloutsos 2007; Sriram, Borc-
hert, Kim, Gleichmann, and Montgomery 2009). Nevertheless, there is
dissatisfaction with the degree of routing security produced. Many of the critiques
focus on the inconsistent use, variable policies, and lack of authentication of the
information contained in them (Huston 2009). Their reliance on voluntarily
transmitted updates of policy information is alleged to have produced incomplete
or obsolete data (ENISA 2010; Siganos and Faloutsos 2004).
Over the last decade, a more radical effort to improve routing security has

been proposed. It is known as the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI).
RPKI is a specialized public key infrastructure (PKI) that uses cryptographic
techniques to secure addressing and routing infrastructure. The intent of the
RPKI is to support a hierarchy of X.509-based certificates that allow relying par-
ties to automatically validate assertions about who is authorized to use specific IP
addresses and autonomous system (AS) numbers in routing announcements.
A critical fact about the RPKI is that the issuance of security certificates would

be tied directly to the issuance of Internet protocol (IP) addresses. IP addresses,
the unique numbers that define a node on the Internet, are allocated by means
of a global hierarchy that starts with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA) of ICANN. While ICANN is a private actor, its IANA function is
controlled contractually by the US government. The IANA allocates large
address blocks to regional address registries for the Americas (ARIN), Europe

FIG 1. Internet Routing Registries (circles) and Mirrored Routing Policy Data Repositories (squares),
Square Nodes sized by In-degree
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(RIPE-NCC), Latin America (LACNIC), Asia Pacific (APNIC), and Africa
(AFRINIC). These regional Internet address registries in turn allocate and assign
smaller IP address blocks to commercial Internet service providers or to specific
organizations, which in turn may assign them to end users in various ways
(Figure 2).
The RPKI would enable the legitimate holder of an IP address block to autho-

rize (by creating a certificate) what route announcements could be originated
from that block. A relying network operator could then use a chain of valid cer-
tificates, starting from a known trust anchor and moving down the hierarchy to
the user, to determine whether a route announcement had been authorized by
the legitimate holder of the IP address block. The RPKI is thus a hierarchical sys-
tem of validation. From the standpoint of TCE, it is an attempt to create an
authoritative hierarchy over routing information in order to minimize the trans-
action costs associated with having thousands of operators validating routing
information on a pairwise basis using a decentralized network of IRRs.
Much of the impetus for this proposed deviation from networked governance

has come from the US government. The RPKI emerged from research funded
by the National Security Agency and DARPA to address routing security prob-
lems (Kent, Lynn, and Seo 2000). Individuals affiliated with US government con-
tractor BBN Technologies authored Internet drafts proposing to use digital
certificates to authenticate IP addresses, AS identifiers, and BGP announcements
(Seo, Lynn, and Kent 2001). Later, the Department of Homeland Security
funded efforts to take this work into the IETF standards arena and into the
regional Internet registries. More recently, the Federal Communications Com-
mission’s Communications Security, Reliability and Interoperability Council
(CSRIC) sponsored a Working Group involving ISPs, equipment manufacturers,
service providers such as Google, computer scientists, and law enforcement to
develop a “framework” (as opposed to a regulatory policy) that would encourage
RPKI adoption.5

But the potentially hierarchical and authoritative nature of RPKI has created
obstacles to its acceptance and implementation. Tying certificate issuance to the
address allocation hierarchy could convey substantial regulatory power to the

FIG 2. The Internet Protocol Address Allocation Hierarchy

5See the composition of Working Group 6 of the Communications Security, Reliability and Interoperability
Council. http://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/communications-security-reliability-and-interoperability-council-iii.
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top-level address allocation authority. Whoever issues the certificate at the trust
anchor may gain significant power over entities using certificates below them in
the hierarchy, as that authority would be able to revoke the certificate or attach
conditions to its use. Revoking the certificate could prevent validation of route
announcements and thus disable a network operator’s routing. Either the IANA
or the regional address registries, or a combination of both, could gain substan-
tial authority over network operators. Thus, while most regional Internet address
registries have launched resource certification and validation services, they have
been unable to develop policies governing the issuance of resource certificates
that enjoy strong support from network operators (Kuerbis and Mueller 2011).
Similarly, while the USG’s CSRIC endorsed a single root for the RPKI system, its
final report noted that “since the routing system has no central authority…any
viable [routing] security solution must preserve the local autonomy of these net-
works” (CSRIC 2012).
In summary, routing provides a clear example of networked governance. Effec-

tive global cooperation is founded on voluntary, open standards that enable net-
work operators to exchange the information required to move packets from
origin to destination automatically and rapidly. Both the basic acts of coordinat-
ing routing and the security practices intended to filter out mistaken or mali-
cious routing information have, until now, relied almost entirely on
nonhierarchical forms of governance. In the name of greater security, however,
steps have been taken to introduce an element of hierarchy into this system: the
RPKI. Although routed in US government-funded research, the more hierarchi-
cal system would not be administered directly by states. Additionally, the effort
has met resistance because it would dramatically affect power relations among
actors in the industry and its governance institutions. The US government has
recognized these concerns and has not acted to overrule them. States are adapt-
ing to networked governance, not overriding it.

Incident Response: The Conficker Worm

No Internet security incident has raised the question of the scalability of the net-
worked approach more assertively than the so-called Conficker botnet. In late
2008, a malware exploited a critical vulnerability of the Microsoft Windows oper-
ating system, installed itself in a hidden section of the operating system, and
propagated rapidly and silently to millions of other machines. Infected comput-
ers thereby became part of a botnet that progressively increased in scale. The
botnet and its underlying malware used a remarkably large number of known
and innovative features to propagate itself, receive updates in a command-and-
control structure, and make the botnet resilient against rival criminals and secu-
rity countermeasures. Despite its unusual size, the botnet has only been used in
a few minor cyber-crime cases, making its underlying purpose mysterious to this
day.6

Usually, botnets are used as the infrastructure for an underground online
economy. Owners of botnets, known as bot-herders, usually rent parts of them
out to other criminals who then use the computer power of the botnet to send
out spam or to extort Web companies by threatening distributed denial of ser-
vice (DDoS) attacks. The size of the botnet can at times provide clues to the
intentions and nature of the bot-herders. Next to the aforementioned use as a
platform for cyber-crime, a botnet could also be used to execute DDoS attacks
against government networks or other critical infrastructures, either immediately

6For more thorough descriptions of technical details of the Conficker botnet, cf. Microsoft (2009), Symantec
(2009). Organizational issues are touched on by a DHS commissioned report (Rendon Group 2011) and a review
by ICANN staff member Dave Piscitello (2010); for a journalistic narrative, cf. Bowden (2010, 2011).
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or as a platform in readiness for a future attack. Even though the Conficker
botnet is somewhat contained and has actually done little damage, its technical
sophistication and potential for damage has awed both the technical community
and (later) policymakers.
The Conficker botnet is noteworthy not only because of its impressive techni-

cal features for malware propagation and its defenses against law enforcement
agencies or competing criminals, but possibly even more for its hacking of the
existing incident response institutions. One fundamental anti-botnet strategy is
to disinfect PCs and harden noninfected PCs by applying security patches pro-
vided by software vendors or installing new signature files from security service
providers. In the case of the Stormbot botnet in 2008, for example, the issuance
of a software update by Microsoft helped to solve the crisis (Keizer 2008). The
second approach is to hinder botnet nodes from contacting their command-and-
control servers, which are used by bot-herders to issue instructions to the bots.
These approaches usually require collaboration among several actors that own or
control parts of the Internet’s technical infrastructure, such as anti-virus or secu-
rity software vendors, domain name registrars, or Internet service providers. But
special features of the Conficker worm, especially its sophisticated, automated
domain name registrations, required an unprecedentedly networked response to
stop its contagion.
New malware usually shows up in the so-called honeypots, deliberately weakly

secured machines with a direct Internet connection designed to attract the mal-
ware that is floating around the Internet. When a malware is collected and cate-
gorized as dangerous or widespread, researchers in academia, research
institutions, anti-virus and other security companies start to analyze its function-
ality and, if necessary, reverse engineer its entrails to provide updates for their
software and anti-virus signature files. When this was done to the Conficker
worm, its potentially dangerous characteristics and the large number of infected
machines forced all actors involved into an unprecedented degree of collabora-
tion. The only viable counterstrategy was to buy up hundreds of second-level
domains per day, scattered over more than a hundred top-level domains. On
one of these domains, the bot-herder was expected to install a command-and-
control system that would tell the bots what to do next. In order to preempt the
usage of the bots by the bot-herder, all the thousands of potential domains had
to be registered—an endeavor for which no organizational and monetary capa-
bilities existed. Individual interests joined forces, both for self-serving purposes
and for altruistic motives to secure the Internet as a technical infrastructure
from the damages that the botnet might inflict on it.
A virtual organization called the Conficker Working Group (CWG) was the

umbrella for the incident response. The group was driven by individuals who
either happened to be responsible for some parts of the Internet due to their
professional roles (with their superiors more or less backing their detour to
large-scale incident response), or voluntarily contributed their time indepen-
dently of their occupational duties and roles (Schmidt 2012). But the contribu-
tion of traditional security provisioning organizations, such as law enforcement
agencies, intelligence agencies, military forces, and even national Computer
Emergency Response Teams (CERTs), was negligible. The containment of the
threat was provided by a loose coalition of voluntary employees, entrepreneurs,
and individuals. None of the actors that mattered were contractually or legally
obliged to contribute to the overall response effort.
To be able to cope with the incident and to contain the Conficker threat, the

organizations and individuals involved had to pool their resources in a virtual ad
hoc organization that included individuals from the owners of major elements of
the Internet. The actual shape of the ad hoc organization, the networked effort,
and the composition of staff were predominantly contingent upon and driven by
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the individuals themselves, who happened to know, get introduced to, or run
into each other before or in the course of the events. Resource-wise, the only
indispensable actors involved were the operators of more than one hundred top-
level domain registries worldwide, as they operated those elements of the infra-
structure crucial to the technical-organizational response strategy. In the
response network itself, however, they only held a second-tier role in the network
and by and large acted as instructed by the CWG core team and ICANN.
At the same time, the institutional design of the response effort was rooted in

earlier policy decisions forbearing from more direct regulation. Governments in
Western and democratic countries had liberalized both basic telecommunica-
tions infrastructure and the supply of software, equipment, and technical stan-
dards. Most of the information services running over that infrastructure had
been largely deregulated. Divergent as the private actors’ interests were, they
shared an interest in the technical well-being of the Internet. Hence, particular
private interests joined forces to provide a public good. In a sense, the ad hoc
response organization was a just-in-time response of the industry and Internet
bodies to the emerging problem of large-scale botnets. Hence, to some extent,
self-governance of the industry worked. And so did modern management
approaches that prescribe bottom-up initiative that reach out to external organi-
zations in rapidly changing environments with many unknown risks. The
community of technical experts managed to respond organizationally to the bot-
herders’ hack and their exploitation of DNS and security industry vulnerabilities.
The Conficker response effort, though, raises questions about the scalability of

global Internet incident response. It is possible that an attacker could exploit
technical and organizational vulnerabilities on an increased scale and/or with
increasing frequency, requiring even more intense global collaboration among a
greater number of actors. Add another acute cyber incident, and the anti-Con-
ficker security provisioning model might reach a state of overextension. Some
response activities require manual, repetitive, meticulously executed interven-
tions. However, a lot of the contributions to these voluntary collaborative com-
munities are motivated by an interest in solving new, challenging technological
problems (Lakhani and Wolf 2003). Repetitive tasks crowd out the “homo ludens
payoff” (Bitzer, Schrettl, and Schr€oder 2007:168). Therefore, some kind of insti-
tutionalization of the response organization may be necessary in the future.
Aside from these global public policy dimensions, the problem of Internet

security touches on the focal point of authority and its ability to unilaterally
enforce policy goals—and thereby on classic questions in IR studies. The Con-
ficker botnet continues to exist, albeit on a smaller scale compared to its peak
time, posing a potential threat (Microsoft 2012). Remediation would require the
removal of malware from infected machines and updating insecure systems. But
this would require technical control over individual machines, which resides with
their respective owners. There are no means at hand to coerce users of infected
machines scattered all over the world, mainly in BRIC countries,7 to upgrade
their machines. Therefore, short-term remediation of Conficker appears to be
only achievable by acts of benevolent hacking; that is, by exploiting known weak-
nesses of the malware or of infected machines to get it removed without the
owners’ consent or knowledge (Leder, Werner, and Martini 2009). The potential
legal, economic, and political repercussions of such unauthorized actions mean
that both public and private actors are hesitant to engage in such hacking. The
sole exception so far has been the Bredolab case, in which the Dutch police
used confiscated command-and-control systems to make the bots download a
software that would support users in cleaning their infected systems (Schl€osser

7Cf. Shadowserver Foundation, “Conficker Statistics,” http://www.shadowserver.org/wiki/pmwiki.php/Stats/
Conficker.
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2011:17). Whether sponsored by states or corporations, such intrusions could
have tremendous implications for the privacy and personal integrity of Internet
users. On the international scale, benevolent hacking would potentially include
machines owned by government organizations in BRIC countries, and might be
perceived as a politically threatening act in these countries.
In the long run, future operating systems and software update mechanisms

might allow vendors to force-update their installed base, just as Google can
already remotely uninstall applications from Android devices (von Eitzen 2010).
These forced remote-sanitizing tactics might be one of the capabilities built up
in offensive cyber-warfare squadrons, and only applied if a botnet is eventually
turned into an attack platform to take down critical infrastructures. But if rival
states began to compete over the creation and use of these capabilities, that
could become a security threat as much as a security solution.
Discussions within the CWG raised yet another aspect of international politics

and revealed how independent, bottom-up initiatives can still favor one billiard
ball over others in the classic game of international politics. Within the group,
disagreement arose as to how to secure the cooperation of the Chinese top-level
domain operator and whether to share information with China about infected
machines. Sharing the IP addresses of infected machines would have given un-
trusted parties insights into the networks of owned organizations and, in combi-
nation with knowledge about the vulnerabilities of the Conficker malware itself,
clues how to compromise these networks. From a policing and apolitical techno-
logical perspective, such widespread sharing makes perfect sense. If, however,
one assumes that the botnet might be intended to serve as a state-sponsored
DDoS-attack platform and that knowledge of vulnerable machines is of interest
to state-sponsored intelligence services, then any such sharing might level out
informational advantages among states. Experts involved in the response effort
were partly contractually prohibited from sharing such insights.
While Internet security has the characteristics of a public good in some situa-

tions, the ingredients necessary to create it certainly are not. The response team
was almost exclusively based in the United States and appears to have followed
US-centered security considerations. In this regard, the response team was more
akin to a US-based club than a neutral global community of technically inter-
ested experts.

Concluding Observations

The preceding section provided two moderately detailed analyses of security pro-
duction on the Internet. Routing and botnet mitigation are not arbitrary or
cherry-picked cases. Routing is a form of coordination fundamental to Internet
operations, and protecting it from manipulation or attack is a major preoccupa-
tion of the Internet standards and operations communities at this time. Botnets
are widely recognized as one of the chief plagues of the Internet,8 providing an
infrastructure for spam, cyber-crime, and DDoS attacks, and the Conficker bot-
net was unusual in its scope and scale. It is significant, therefore, to see a heavy
reliance on networked governance in both cases, and the effectiveness of the
coordination and mitigation so achieved.
The attempt to introduce more hierarchical authority into routing, while

aided by US government-funded research and supported by some recent coordi-
native efforts by the US FCC, still proposes to rely on private actors and private-

8The nonprofit Shadowserver Foundation estimates that there currently some 2,200 active command-and-control
servers, although some botnets have more than one C&C server (http://www.shadowserver.org/wiki/pmwiki.php/
Stats/BotnetCharts). Security company Damballa counted 872 botnets with more than one hundred bots. Of these
872 botnets, 5 control more than 1 million bots and 37 more than 100,000 (Damballa 2011).
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sector-based governance entities to create and maintain the hierarchy. In order
to create a globally effective locus of hierarchical authority, the advocates of
RPKI have proposed to use either ICANN, the RIRs, or some combination
of both as trust anchors for certificates—not the world’s national governments or
intergovernmental organizations. The reason for this is clear: In many respects,
the attempt to secure routing via a hierarchical PKI infrastructure reproduces
the dreaded problem of the single root that has made the politics of ICANN so
fraught with geopolitical tension (Mueller 2002; Klein 2002; Crampton 2005).
Insofar as the top of the hierarchy is seen as being under the control of a single
nation-state, the security mechanism becomes unacceptable to rival nation-states.
But a hierarchical mechanism that involves the participation and agreement of
all nation-states would probably take years to negotiate because of those same
political differences and may also become ensnared in nationally backed compet-
ing technologies or incompatible standards of the sort described by Drezner
(2007). It should also be noted that states or state-backed actors pursuing geopo-
litical, military, or surveillance goals could undermine the integrity of PKI certifi-
cates. Thus, bringing states in as the preeminent actor in ensuring routing
security not only raises political impediments to adoption, but does not necessar-
ily create more security.
If there is a single root, someone must stand at the top of the hierarchy. No

matter where one proposes to delegate that authority—to a single private-sector
entity such as ICANN, to a single government or small club of governments, or
to an intergovernmental treaty organization—deciding who will hold that role is
not simple, nor does it guarantee security for anyone except the supreme hier-
arch. In the RPKI proposal, entities lower in the proposed hierarchy, especially
the network operators, did not embrace the new approach because of the loss of
autonomy it would involve. Thus, implementing a hierarchical regime that is
truly global and effective raises profound issues of power, institutional design,
and legitimacy. Short of that, trust anchor adoption by operators is likely to be
based more on a network model of trust, with multiple alternative trust anchors
and even competing national certificate authorities. And that leads us right back
into networked governance of routing.
The Conficker case exemplified a collaborative network of volunteering techni-

cal experts who joined forces ad hoc to provide public Internet security. We did
not see the limited, networked “Lego state” of Slaughter at work; instead, state
authorities were effectively absent in the response. The role of the state was simi-
larly minor in a previous Internet security incident, the Estonian cyber attacks in
2007, where stark policy rhetoric from NATO allies did not alter the basic fact
that states contributed practically nothing to mitigating the technical situation
(Schmidt 2013).
But in both cases we see states attaching themselves to these networks of

operators and technical experts and (in the case of the United States) directly
influencing the standardization process. The technical community itself has
asked the state to prosecute bot-herders, which a mere technical approach can-
not do. While the Conficker case in isolation seems to indicate that the state’s
authority over communication and information is being hollowed out by the
rise of the Internet, subsequent anti-botnet activities responding to the DNS
Changer scam (von Eitzen 2011), the BredoLab botnet (Schwartz 2010), the
Mariposa botnet (Sully and Thompson 2010; Kolakowski 2010), and the ZeuS
botnets (Lennon 2012) involved governmental law enforcement agencies from
different nations working extensively with the private-sector actors. In all these
cases, transnational law enforcement had a significantly more prominent role
than in the Conficker response, showing that state authorities are embedding
themselves into existing technical-operational networks. In addition to these
multistakeholder alliances, studies of the London Action Plan, a textbook TGN
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involving government agencies and some private corporations in anti-spam
efforts, also reveal effective network organization (Tabatabaie, van Eeten, and
Asghari 2012). These phenomena align with a general trend in policing toward
greater reliance on private actors (Kempa, Carrier, Wood, and Shearing 1999;
Krahmann 2005).
Thus, networked collaboration is likely to persist, albeit with increased collabo-

ration between operators and law enforcement agencies. Rather than a strict
imposition of hierarchy, we see greater networked collaboration. Indeed, it is dif-
ficult to imagine circumstances in which all states would agree on a common
global “botnet authority” given geopolitical rivalries and differing national inter-
ests. More likely, we will see conflicts about positions within these networks, and
attempts by actors to favorably position themselves and to set the agenda and
the norms within these networks. In those few botnet takedowns so far, we have
seen in one case police forces dominating the response activities (Bredolab), in
other cases a software vendor like Microsoft taking the lead (ZeuS, Waledac, Ru-
stock botnets) and at other times an ad hoc group of security experts, security
vendors, software vendors, law enforcement, academics, and others (Conficker,
Mariposa).
The case studies thus show the state as just one player among others and

reveal the inability of states or transnational security organizations to act as the
monopoly of force enforcing preferred cyberspatial outcomes. Our conclusion,
therefore, runs counter to recent policy trends emerging from the national secu-
rity and foreign policy community, which still nurture the hypothesis that, in the
name of cyber-security, states can or should build up contingency capabilities
such as an Internet “kill switch,” far-reaching surveillance and identification
capabilities, and the equation of cyber attack with a traditional physical force
attack (Pear 2012; McConnell 2010; Gorman and Barnes 2011).
As the Internet is portrayed in many policy debates as a source of threats to

national security interests, states can be expected to establish robust coercive
means and contingency capabilities. But such attempts, to be globally effective,
would require altering technical standards and/or operational practices to allow
for the full exercise of hierarchical authority. Any attempts by states to do this
faces huge challenges. De facto control over the Internet’s technical components
and the data flowing through them is exercised by private actors; these actors
are located in different countries and are supported by a global community of
technical experts and open standards. Their contributions are indispensable to
efforts to handle common Internet security issues, and their motivation to con-
tribute is beyond a single state’s reach. A second challenge to unilateral national
attempts to increase security is their potentially detrimental effects on Internet
security. No group of states is likely to acquiesce in hierarchical arrangements
that elevate another state. Attempts by states to fundamentally alter the existing
distribution of power in security provisioning networks are likely to lead to
decreased performance of these networks and consequently a deteriorated Inter-
net security situation. The extreme transnational interdependence in Internet
operations require globalized institutions to be effective.
To conclude with answers to our research questions: First, networked gover-

nance on the Internet is not necessarily incompatible with states’ security con-
cerns. Networked forms of organization can and do develop methods of
cooperating to handle Internet security, and states have played a role in such
collaborations. But such methods do seem to be incompatible with traditional
notions of territorial sovereignty and the close alignment of communications
infrastructures with national entities. Second, states are adapting to networked
governance not by asserting direct, hierarchical control over it, but by inserting
themselves into the technical and operational networks and attempting to shape
standards and practices in a multistakeholder environment. Both cases analyzed
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in this paper raised doubts about the claim that introducing security concerns
into Internet governance necessarily leads to more hierarchy and/or a greater
role for national governments.
Networked organizational forms thus need to be better understood and taken

more seriously as the basis for Internet governance. It is important to recognize
both their historic contribution to growth and innovation in transnational com-
munications, and their resilience in meeting current challenges. While they may
have flaws and breakdowns occasionally, attempts to move toward more hierar-
chical organizational forms will not be easy and are likely to generate conflicts
and problems of their own, particularly if the hierarchy involves contending
states.
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